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Detecting Depression from Speech through an Attentive LSTM
Network
Yan ZHAO†, Yue XIE††, Nonmembers, Ruiyu LIANG††, Member, Li ZHANG†††, Li ZHAO†a),
and Chengyu LIU††††b), Nonmembers
SUMMARY Depression endangers people’s health conditions and af-
fects the social order as a mental disorder. As an efficient diagnosis of de-
pression, automatic depression detection has attracted lots of researcher’s
interest. This study presents an attention-based Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) model for depression detection to make full use of the dif-
ference between depression and non-depression between timeframes. The
proposed model uses frame-level features, which capture the temporal in-
formation of depressive speech, to replace traditional statistical features as
an input of the LSTM layers. To achieve more multi-dimensional deep fea-
ture representations, the LSTM output is then passed on attention layers on
both time and feature dimensions. Then, we concat the output of the atten-
tion layers and put the fused feature representation into the fully connected
layer. At last, the fully connected layer’s output is passed on to softmax
layer. Experiments conducted on the DAIC-WOZ database demonstrate
that the proposed attentive LSTM model achieves an average accuracy rate
of 90.2% and outperforms the traditional LSTM network and LSTM with
local attention by 0.7% and 2.3%, respectively, which indicates its feasibil-
ity.
key words: depression detection, LSTM, attention mechanism, vocal ex-
pression
1. Introduction
Depression is a mental disorder and recognized as a major
factor for the increase in suicide. It has negative effect on
a person’s mental state, which may lead to a persistent low
mood and a loss of interest in daily life. The deleterious
effect of depression makes it a burden of society and affects
the social order. Thus, detection and treatment of depression
is urgent.
Traditional approaches [1], [2] for depression detection
mainly rely on the interviews with patients and the mental
status test, which generates a depression level point from
the evaluation index. However, such an approach has draw-
backs. For example, approaches employed by [1], [2] have
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substantial costs in time and sometimes can be affected by
subjective factors. To solve out this issue, an effective and
reliable automatic depression detection method is in urgent
need to help assist general practitioners. Wen [3] explored
facial region visual-based nonverbal behavior analysis for
automatic depression diagnosis. Zhu [4] proposed a deep
neural network for automated depression diagnosis based
on facial appearance and dynamics. Zhang [5] used multi-
agent strategy with fusion of electroencephalography and
vocal expression for multimodal depression detection. Their
studies demonstrate that depression classification is a task
which can be tackled by machine-based automatic detection
and is expected to improve detection efficiency. Though fa-
cial features are widely used for classification, the image
data acquisition process will make participants more ner-
vous, which could influence the result. Therefore, using vo-
cal features is a more convenient and relaxed way to go.
Considerable researches have shown that depression is
associated with vocal prosody and expression. Moore [14]
analyzed variations in prosodic feature statistics, show-
ing how someone was speaking as well as what they
were saying were considerable for depression evaluation.
Cummins [15] investigated several speech features, demon-
strating that a combination of Mel Frequency Cepstral Co-
efficients (MFCC) and formant based features was effiec-
tive for depression detection. Zhang [5] made a point
that depression was related with low extraversion, which
was manifested in slow speech and sensitive to negative
emotions. Le [16] directly extracted low level descriptors
(LLDs) from speech segments as acoustic features. How-
ever, various acoustic features differ in detecting negative
emotions and the emotional saturation shows its diversity
in speech fragment [18], while most previous studies did
not focus on it. On the basis, for mining negative-emotion-
specific information in speech, this paper proposes an atten-
tion based LSTM network, which has achieved great suc-
cess for speech emotion recognition [6], [7]. Besides, for
the reason that the frame-level features can be considered as
a two-dimensional matrix with respect to time and feature
dimensions, the multi-dimensional attention mechanism to
weight the LSTM output is employed to distinguish the dif-
ference of depression and non-depression among the speech
segments, for better performance of depressive speech clas-
sification.
Copyright c© 2021 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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2. Attentive LSTM Network
Network with attention mechanism firstly achieved the
state-of-art results in the field of image processing [8], [9].
The main idea is to assign different weights based on tasks
rather than to provide the same weight for all the distinc-
tions. Inspired by such strategies, this study employed a
self-attention mechanism to improve the final performance.
Moreover, the frame-level features used in the study con-
tained not only the time-domain but also feature-domain in-
formation, to enhance the classification performance.
2.1 LSTM Network
In LSTM cell, a forget gate determines whether the prior
information should be discarded or not. LSTM cell state is
related to the present input and the previous output in the
LSTM, as stated by Hochreiter [10]. The update formulas
are summarized as follows:
it = σ (Wi × [Ct−1, ht−1, xt] + bi)
C′t = tanh (Wc × [Ct−1, ht−1, xt] + bc)
ft = σ
(
Wf × [Ct−1, ht−1, xt] + b f
)
Ct = ft ·Ct−1 + it ·C′t
(1)
where Ct−1 represents the prior cell state, ht−1 represents the
prior hidden layer output, xt is the present input while C′t
is the candidate updating value, W represents weight and b
represents bias, symbol ‘·’ represents the Hadamard prod-
uct, the parameter σ denotes logistic sigmoid function. it
and ft represent the input and the forget gate calculation,
respectively.
2.2 Multi-Dimensional Attention Algorithm
The proposed model used frame-level features, which cap-
ture the temporal information of emotion speech as the input
of LSTM network. Then, the output of LSTM layers was
passed on to the attention layer. The model employed the
attention layer to calculate the score, verifying the abilities
of different features for emotions to obtain final weighted
features. In this study, attention mechanism is applied in
both time and feature domains.
The contribution of each time step to the final de-
pression detection is different, which means that the
weights of frames could describe the degree of contribution.
Mirsamadi [6] proposed an attention mechanism for the cal-








where parameter u denotes the attention parameter vector,
H is the transpose operator, αt represents the weight of the
output yt at the time step t.
The information is accumulated in the last output of
LSTM network for its historic memory ability. Therefore,
we use attention mechanism to make sure the last output
could get a large weight. At last, we apply those weighted
coefficients on both time and feature dimensions. The
weight coefficients were applied to the output of all time
on time domain and were summed up as the output:
sT = softmax
(
olast × (oall × wt)H
)
OT = sT × oall (3)
We employed multiple features for speech classifica-
tion. Different features showed diverse abilities for different
tasks. To figure out the difference, attention weight formula
was calculated as:
sF = softmax (tanh (oall × wF) × vF)
OF =
∑
time sF · oall (4)
where wF and vF are trainable parameters. The summation
was calculated on frames to obtain the statistical data of fea-
tures from time domain. Thus, OF can be viewed as the
statistical value of the feature in the time dimension.
2.3 Deep Feature Representation Generation
Through the attention layers with respect to time and feature
dimension, we obtain two feature matrix (OF ∈ RB,1,Z and
OT ∈ RB,1,Z). B represents the batch size, Z represents the
selected feature’s dimension and 1 here represents the last
time step. Then, they are put into the Unsequeeze function.
The new matrix with a dimension of (B, 1,Z, 1) is obtained
from the original matrix with (B, 1,Z) dimension. Concat
function is used for composing the two matrix into a new
one. Finally, we apply an average pooling function to it for
the deep feature representation.
Ot f = Concat[OT ,OF],Ot f ∈ RB,1,Z,2
Olast = Average pooling[Ot f ],Olast ∈ RB,1,Z,1 (5)
The calculated deep feature representations strengthen
the key information from both time and feature dimension
and abandon irrelevant information for better depression de-
tection performance.
Figure 1 exhibits the proposed model architecture. We
Fig. 1 Structure of attention-based LSTM
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used the frame-level feature as the input data for the LSTM.
The model applied attention to time and feature domains,
respectively. Then, weight results were passed on to form
the deep feature representations, which are used as the in-
put of the fully connected layer. The fully connected layer
connected each neural network unit of its output layer to all
neural network units. At last, the output of softmax layer is
the outcome of depression recognition.
3. Experiment and Discussion
3.1 Database
We apply the Distress Analysis Interview Corpus (DAIC-
WOZ) [11] data corpus, which contains clinical interviews
designed to support the diagnosis of psychological distress
conditions. To analyze the depressive speech, we segment
recordings into utterances automatically by audio process-
ing tools. The sampling rate is 16000 Hz. The number
of depressive speeches is 42 and we divide the depressive
speeches into 2156 segments, while the number of normal
speeches is 47 with 2245 segments. To ensure the effec-
tiveness of the fragments, segments less than 3 seconds that
contain litter information and those larger than 20 seconds
that are difficult to handle are discarded in this research. At
last, we use 3401 and 1000 speech segments randomly cho-
sen by the software from the original segments as the train
set and the test set, respectively.
3.2 Feature Extraction
Various acoustic features have been applied for depression
prediction, such as prosodic features [5], [14], Mel spectro-
grams [17], spectral features [5], [15], [16]. According to
the above characteristics, the voicing related features, en-
ergy and spectral related features are used.
Voicing features: Delay in expressive communication
can be seen as a clinical sign of depression. The voicing
probability is extracted in the study. Besides, the voice sta-
bility has a certain relation with mental state [5]. On the
basis, we apply the jitter, shimmer and F0 as part of voicing
features.
Energy and Spectral related features: The spectral fea-
tures have been widely used in the field of speech emotion
recognition [12]. The Mel spectral features, MFCC as well
as its delta regression are emploied. Loudness is used for the
reason that depression can also be embodied in the intensity
of speech. We use the harmonic energy (harmonicERMS)
and the glottal noise energy (noiseERMS) to preserve the
difference between depresssive speeches and normal ones.
The harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR) can objectively reflect
the characteristics of depressive speech.
In summary, based on previous researches of depres-
sion detection and speech emotion recognition, we employ
the frame-level features extracted by openSMILE [13] in
this research. Table 1 shows 7 voicing related features
as well as 86 energy and spectral related features, where





Energy and Spectral related (86)
pcm loudness sma(1) pcm loudness sma de(1)
harmonicERMS(1) noiseERMS(1)
HNR(1) pcm zcr(1)
mfcc sma(15) mfcc sma de(15)
pcm Mag(26) logMelFreqBand(8)
lpcCoeff(8) lspFreq(8)
Fig. 2 (a) shows a depressive speech wave while (b) demonstrates its
attention score in the time dimension
the numbers inside the brackets represent the corresponding
feature dimensions.
3.3 Experimental Setup
The proposed models include the LSTM network, the at-
tentive LSTM on time dimension (LSTMT), the attentive
LSTM on feature dimension (LSTMF) and the attentive
LSTM on both time and feature dimension (LSTMTF). The
initial learning rate is 0.0001. The network settings of all
models are the same to ensure the effectiveness of experi-
mental results.
3.4 Attentive LSTM Output
We apply the attention mechanism to the output of the
LSTM to assign weights for the key information related to
depression. The attention applied to the feature dimension
does not have physical meanings and we consider it to as-
sign weights to the LSTM output directly. Therefore, we
only analyze the attention mechanism in the time dimen-
sion. Figure 2 demonstrates a depressive speech wave with
its attention score in the time dimension.
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Fig. 3 Stability of five models on the test set
As is illustrated in Fig. 2, the attention score of the
silent segment at the beginning is around zero while that
of the silent segment around 2.5s achieves a better score.
The phenomenon is caused by the memory ability for his-
torical information of LSTM. The silent segment at the be-
gining contains little information, which makes the attention
score close to zero. Key information obtained between 1.5s
and 2s will be accumulated to the following silent segment
around 2.5s, leading to a better score rather than zero. This
proves that not only the present information is calculated in
the LSTM but also the prior information, indicating the im-
portance of applying the attentive LSTM network.
3.5 Models Results
We employ the attention mechanism on the LSTM output
to weigh the key information. We conducted a compari-
son between LSTM, LSTMF, LSTMT, and LSTMTF. Fig-
ure 3 establishes the stability of models in the test set. We
also re-implementation Mirsamadi’s local attention mecha-
nism module (LSTMLT) [6] for comparison with our pro-
posed model in Fig. 3. The vertical axis indicates the ac-
curacy. The blue edges indicate 25 and 75 percentiles, de-
noting the stability of a model, and the red line show the
median. The range of the black solid edges, which are con-
nected to the blue rectangular box by a line, means the dis-
tribuction range of the model’s accuracy except the outliers.
As shown in Fig. 3, LSTMF and LSTMTF achieve the best
performance. Compared with LSTMF, LSTMTF obtains a
better unweighted average recall (UAR), which is defined as
the accuracy per class averaged by total number of classes,
with a similar stability.
Table 2 describe the results of different models in
DAIC-WOZ corpus. ‘accuracy’ in Table 2 represents the
average accuracy rate with the standard deviation. We cal-
culate UAR and f1-score from the best performance of all
models for depression detection. Compared with LSTM
model, attentive LSTM models on time dimension (LSTMT
and LSTMLT) show a negative impact on detection accu-
racy with a decrease around 1%. However, with a decrease
Table 2 Results of different models (%)
Methods accuracy UAR f1-score
LSTM 89.5±3.8 93.2 93.62
LSTMT 88.7±1.8 92.3 92.70
LSTMLT 87.9±1.4 91.7 91.70
LSTMF 90.0±3.4 93.5 93.96
LSTMTF 90.2±1.6 93.5 94.01
about 2% of standard deviation, attentive LSTM models on
time dimension exhibit a more stable detection accuracy
range. The results of LSTMF prove the contrary. Com-
pared with LSTM, LSTMF shows a higher UAR and a lower
standard deviation. The above two situations indicate that
the two dimension attention focus on different key infor-
mation, leading to the diverse advantages and drawbacks.
Our proposed model (LSTMTF) achieves an average accu-
racy rate of 90.2% and outperforms the traditional LSTM
network and LSTM with local attention by 0.7% and 2.3%,
respectively, which indicates its feasibility. In short, by con-
cating the attentive LSTM output from time and feature di-
mensions, the proposed model captures high-level feature
representations from different dimensions for superior de-
tection performance.
4. Conclusions
In this research, we propose an attentive LSTM network for
depression detection from speech. The approach captures
the key information from the frame-level features and dis-
tinguishes the difference of depression and non-depression
among the speech segments by applying attention weight-
ing on the time and the feature dimension. We carry out
evaluations on the DAIC-WOZ database and the proposed
model achieves the state-of-art performance of depression
detection.
Further work is identified from the following aspects.
This research seems to indicate that attention on the fea-
ture dimension has much more influence than that on the
time dimension. Further studies are required to verify this
observation. Besides, we only conduct the experiment on
DAIC-WOZ corpus. Experiments should be carried out
on other databases to verify the generalization of the pro-
posed attention-based LSTM model for different depressive
groups or languages.
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